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DataGridView Control:
DataGridView control provides the best way to bind data from database tables to UI. The data is displayed in a
tabular format. The Header Style, Row Style, Alternating RowStyle properties of the grid eases in formatting the
grid display. Various types of columns can be added in gridview such as checkbox, radiobutton, textbox, dropdown
etc.

The main advantage of gridview control is easy data modification. That is, gridview control allows the user to add
rows, modify existing row data, delete a row and update a row data. Also data from more than one table can be
displayed in gridview.

Editable GridView:
The above gridview is an editable grid with databound columns. Columns in gridview can be auto generated when
data binds to grid or added using “asp:TemplateField” or “asp:BoundField”. Below is the TemplateField code for
“Account Description” Column:
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In the above code, the binding data is displayed with <ItemTemplate> tag and while editing, the data is displayed
in a text box defined within <EditItemTemplate> tag.
The <FooterTemplate> tag defines a text box which is displayed when user inserts a new record using gridview
control.
Below is code for Edit, Update, Delete and Cancel events in gridview:

The Edit link in gridview changes as Update and Cancel, when the user clicks on edit button in a particular row.
Hence the above code helps to handle edit, update and cancel events. The Update event updates the record in
database table.
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The delete button, when clicked, deletes the selected row from the database.

s

Inserting Records to GridView:
Coming to adding records, there are two types of record addition events. One is adding a new row to a fresh table
and the other one is adding a row to an existing set of rows in a table.
Record addition is done with the help of footer template in gridview.

On clicking add button, the footer row is displayed as below:

When the user types the values and click Insert, the record is inserted into the table in db and displayed in grid
after binding as follows:
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Adding New Record to an empty gridview:
New record is added to grid with the help of <EmptyDataTemplate> tag as follows:

When an empty table is bind to gridview, then the gridview paves way to add a new record with the help of above
code. It appears in the design view as follows:

When a new record data is typed and Insert button is clicked, the grid is displayed as follows:
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Code to Add NewRecord:

Gridview Paging:
Paging in gridview, helps to restrict the data displayed in a single page thus, giving a neat appearance for the grid
data. When the AllowPaging="True" is set, the grid appears as follows:

Paging event has to be handled as below:
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